
Dawn finds the
beautiful mountain
refuge of Frigaria
awash with chilly
promise.

That new day brings
hope and promise to
the crisp morning air,
even as the fading
night shrouds the past
in the soft embrace of
mystery.

Who knows what
wonders await the good
women of the north?
Who can say what
woes stalk the land and
which brave champions
shall rise to surmount
them? And what of the
past triumphs, now
fading into that ebon
shroud of night. What
glories are obscured by
the passage of time.

For many years
these questions have
had no answer; but
no longer! You,
valued reader, now
hold the first ever
publication of The
Frigarian Pinnacle
the only bi-monthly
broadsheet of current
events for the
discerning woman of
today.

This publication is
dedicated to honest
and topical reporting
on all current events
of interest for any
women of substance
and at only 10 gold
an edition even a
most unruly slave can
afford to select The
Frigarian Pinnacle
for their noble
mistress.

Page 1 is your go
to source for news
providing coverage of
valley wide events,
local affairs, the ever
looming threat of the
weather and current
tales from the
southern lands.

Page 2 caters to
the woman on the go
with the latest social
trends in both fashion
and home decorating.
For those tricky
social situations,
consider our advice
column, while valued
readers are invited to
share interests in the
correspondence and
classifieds.

The Frigarian
Pinnacle the height
of integrity.
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The Order of
Winter Wolves

The knightly Order
is an older social club
within Frigaria intent
on doing good work in
the name of the
Goddess. Abiding by
their voluntary Code to
guide men and protect
women any are free to
join their ranks.

The Dames are
often seen about the
city though they rarely
call attention to their
status instead relying
on simply blending into
the crowd until needed.

When not battling
most Dames are seen
hosting dinner parties
in the inn, be they
round table discussion
or intimate interludes.

Woman of the
Week - Ryba
Marshal of the Order.
Shield of the North.

Ryba has a great
many titles but who
is this woman really?

Friends or enemies
speak on a woman of
boundless compassion
with an unwavering
sense of conviction.

In private Ryba is
known for passion
with a friendly and
playful tone. Her
curiosity covers lore
but not meals, she
always orders the
same dinner.

No matter who
you ask, none can
deny Ryba has left
her mark.

Eden cold war
Valley population

has reached record
highs in the tail end
of this year leading to
speculation around
the eternal war. Lack
of soldiers had
resulted in a tentative
if unofficial peace but
with so many eager
young men and
women perhaps
hostilities will begin
anew?.

Turning attention
to the past has shown
that Solaran men
tend to work as lone
operatives while
Frigarian women
prefer coordinated
action. However the
recently forged Guild
and declining
membership in the
Order may signal a
tipping of the scales.
Perhaps we shall see
renewed aggression
by the south, or
perhaps the peace
will hold.

Only time will tell
but one thing is
certain: There are no
easy answers in sight
so we will cover this
story as it develops.

Shackled
Loyal men of the

north continue to
struggle completing
tasks on behalf of
their mistresses due
to tight restrictions
on sale of goods,
mobility about the
valley and a woeful
lack of coffee.

Temple officials
site security concerns
and orthodoxy as the
reasons for limited
mobility and weapons
but hint at changes.

Limited service in
the market is blamed
on personal misandry
of the shop keepers.

No official can
explain the abysmal
state of coffee in the
north. The tragedy of
our time.

The Guild of
Solar Lions

Recently the
men of Solaran have
forged their own
social club, perhaps
in response to the
long domination of
the Order, or perhaps
out of a desire for
comradery.

Motives aside the
the Guild have a
Charter to promote a
sense of community
and trust.

Their Female
Friday Fights, where
women wrestle, have
drawn quite the
crowd. Frigarians are
invited to attend.
Clothing optional.

Weather 
Frigaria retains a
brisk climate with a
chance of flurries in
the late evening.

Detective

Nyx Private 
Investigator

Experienced  
Private Eye

Problems solved.
Mysteries answered
Treasures uncovered

Mountain View 09



Hello victim, my old 
friend;
I've come to talk with 
you again;
Because your chest is 
softly heaving;
and the ballgag
moisture leaking;
And the moaning that 
was planted in my 
brain;
Still remains;
Within your sounds of 
silence;
In my cell you stand 
alone;
Uneven floor of 
cobblestone;
'With your wrists in 
chains above your 
head;
and your bottom 
glowing pink and red;
And your eyes were 
stabbed by the flash of 
a neon light;
That split the night;
whip's crack breaks the 
sound of silence.

Seeking services of
strong wilful woman.
Preferred candidate
mouthy and curvy.
Evening will include
groping and teasing
along with ‘sufficient’
bondage. May include
maze running, heavy
lifting, and depraved
surprises. Willing to
negotiate terms.- X.D.
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Auction

Captive 
Auctions

Enjoyable Evenings 
for Sale

By Code any 
unclaimed captives 
are to be auctioned

Frigarian Market

Stud Night Sunday’s
Frigarian Inn 

Golg now free.
Weakling women no
can hold Golg. Glog
needs harem to make
up time. Join! Golg
on bridge. Strong
women and pretty
elves only!

Wanted: one competent
lock smith to replace
the Outer Gate locks.
Previous work deemed
unacceptable due to
repeated penetration by
male raiders. Self
repairing design a poor
substitution to quality
crafting. Bring example
locks (and attached
binders) to guard
station after hours.
Clothing optional.

Tower of Sardica
Rising over the

eastern wilds the
foreboding tower of
the mysterious mage
Sardica stands as a
monument to
curiosity. As fitting a
wizard’s castle the
tower is larger within,
extending up at least
5 mapped floors each
rife with hidden
secrets and mysteries.

We shall explore this
sinister structure each
edition, helping you
good reader to endure
and prosper.

Beginning with the
approach: the tower is
guarded by grey ooze.
Tenacious creatures
they will dissolve any
armour they can reach
so it is best to tackle
them from range.
Further avoid blunt
weapons it’ll just
make a splash.



Heels turn faces
Welcome to the

fashion forum where
we will discuss the
hottest trends in town.

Heels! Gorgeous
torture devices or the
most painful tush
enhancer even made?
The way they accent
that oh so wonderful
sway of a woman’s hips
is not something to be
denied but do recall
dear reader: not every
man will just look and
sometimes you need
solid footing.

To get your heel
fix, try hosting parties,
both formal and very
informal, allowing you
to dress to the nines in
safety. The inn offers
catering and reasonable
rates.

Asymmetry
Basics

Welcome to the
housing guide where
we discuss the latest
tricks to getting the
most out of your
home. This week:
Asymmetry.

Making your
home symmetric is
very attractive. The
balance brings to
mind order and
stability, and limits
jarring surprises that
can make guests off
balance.

Where most run
into problems is the
lack of symmetry in
their home layouts.

The fireplace here
stands next to an
exterior door and a
hallway. Trying to
make this symmetric
will only frustrate. In
such situations strive
to provide balance
with negative space.

In this case the
designer chose to set
the seating in a half-
circle angled toward
the exterior door and
to block off vision of
the hallway with a
folding screen.

This clever ideas
provides a focal point
in the circle centre
giving balance. Added
bonus: arriving guests
can be welcomed.

There’s no problem
too small, no question
too great that The
Frigarian Pinnacle will
not take the time to
investigate. Including
you good readers!

Let our staff help
bring the paradise back
to your Eden by
answering your vexing
questions and helping
you to find the bliss
you deserve.

Every edition Nyx
and Philippe will offer
advice on a question
from you dear readers
so pick up that quill!

Him.
Former reporter and
coffee connoisseur;
Philippe arrived in
Eden at Nyx’s side.
Seeking to support
his mistress in this
strange land, Philippe
has turned his past
experience into an
opportunity and is
pleased to present
The Frigarian
Pinnacle. Here’s to a
great year!

Her
Ex-military turned P.I;
Nyx 13 was recently
swept into Savage
Eden. Investing in the
future of her new
home Nyx is pleased to
present and write for
Frigaria's first paper.
Like any true lady of
the north Nyx trusts
her slave, Philippe, to
handle the details and
is proud to release
issue #1 of The
Frigarian Pinnacle.

Her & Him


